




The ES-3A is a signal intelligence modification of the S-3 Viking anti-submarine aircraft. 
It replaces the EA-3B Skywarrior (commonly referred to as the Whale), a veteran of over 

40 years fleet service. Flying out of NS Rota, Spain, the last EA-3B's in service were 
retired from the U.S. Navy Oct. 1, 1991. Lockheed Martin has converted 16 S-3A Viking 

antisubmarine-warfare aircraft into a replacements for the EA-3B. One squadron on 
each coast has been established and utilizes the designation VQ. This aircraft will serve 

as the over the horizon "ears" for the modern carrier battlegroup. The ES-3A is 
configured as an airborne refueling platform and can be utilized in the airborne tanking 

role, which is in fact what it was largely used for.  
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This S-3 kit has been around for quite some time.  The Italeri kit is the only thing around 
if you want to build it in 1/48.  In 1/72 scale this kit is available from Hasegawa and 

Revell.  Since I prefer 1/48 scale, Italeri it is.  



I have always wanted to build a S-3 
Viking.  The latest version currently in kit 
form is the ES-3A Shadow, so that’s what 
I’ll be building.  Given that the kit is over 
35 years old I expect that some work will 
be required, but I also have some ideas 
which should challenge me and perhaps 
have the effect of improving my skill set.  

One can dream, can’t they?…  I’m calling 
this one of my ‘Big’ projects.  They are 
projects where I intend on doing lots of 
extra work.  I’ve already done the Arado 
Ar 234 as one of my ‘Big’ projects, but 

have things like a Lancaster, He 219, MV-
22, and another Ar 234 (C version) are 

among other ‘Big’ projects planned.  But 
for now it’s the ES-3A.  My vision is to 

create plane that has lots of panels 
opened.  Let’s see how that turns out. 



The kit comes with a large decal sheet to build one of two versions.  Decals look 
promising.  I have yet to decide what version I’ll be doing. 



One thing that you realize when you open up the box is that this is a large airplane.  
Even though the kit is 35 + years old, it does come with engraved panel lines.  If it hadn’t 
I doubt I would have taken on this project.  So initially it looks like the basics are in place 
to produce a nice finished project.  But since I don’t really know what OOB means I plan 

on adding a few extra items.  Time for a challenge!… 



I have few references that I’ll be using.  The Squadron In Action books are always a 
good value and provide a decent amount of detail.  The ES-3A Shadow doesn’t get as 

much coverage though.  I also have a copy of the old Verlinden reference guide.  
Additionally I had found an article on the net from Sid de Koning.  I was able to contact 

him and he kindly provided me with his photos and a link to the original online post 
which didn’t have pictures linked to it anymore.  It’s nice to see that a complete stranger 
provided me with the information from half way around the world in just a few hours after 

I made the request.  In short I should have enough information to get me into lots of 
trouble.   



I got the kit from Paul M. for only $10.  However I went nuts with aftermarket 
accessories, easily spending over $200.  Ridiculous I know!  I started with the wing fold 
set from Wolf Pack.  Originally I had contemplated scratch building the wing fold areas, 
but then I gave in to some semblance of sanity.  The set basically includes replacement 
wings, however it doesn’t include the tail fold detail which feels like a bit of a rip off.  The 
tail isn’t always folded so I guess you could make that argument, but I still think it should 
have been included.  Interestingly the box photo shows a folded tail.  Additionally this set 

was a pain to find at the time and as a result likely made the cost higher as well. 



While I was at it, I also ordered Wolf Pack resin ejection seats.  Originally I had planned 
on detailing the seats myself.  They’ll likely be hard to see due to the canopy tinting, but 

when I was putting an order together I needed a few more dollars to save on the 
shipping costs so that’s how the resin seats came about. 



And then Black Dog came along with another resin aftermarket set, this time for the 
bomb bays and the radars.  Although this set is designed for building the Viking variant 
and not the Shadow, the parts are still useable.  I will however need to build a bunch of 

electronic black boxes for the bomb bay, as the Shadow doesn’t have a traditional bomb 
bay, it’s all filled with electronics.  Reference of the imagination may have to be utilized in 

this area. 



I also ordered an exterior photo etch set from Eduard.  Again I have ideas about some 
scratch building but ordered the set as a back up in case what I had in mind doesn’t turn 
out.  Other resin items have been made for this kit but it looks like they are not available 

anymore, or would be prohibitively expensive.  Easy to say after what I’ve spent 
already… 



Lastly I had wanted to display one of the engines with the access panel(s) open, which 
means doing some scratch building.  Then Black Dog came along again with a resin 

engine.  You’ll notice that the engine is for the A-10, but the Viking uses the same 
engine.  That should be easier than scratch building. 



I went to town with my saws.  Here’s what I cut away or off. 

Removed the 
vertical tail at 
fold joint (both 

sides) 

Cut tail flap (both sides 
obviously) 

Removed the access 
panels (both sides) 

Removed 
bomb bay and 

wheel bays 
(both sides) 

Removed the 
access panels 

Cut out 
locking 

tabs (both 
sides) 

Removed entry 
area.  Was a roof 

but should be 
open. 



Before I removed the rudder, I scribed a new line at the top part of the flap.  The kit has 
the joint slightly wrong so my AMS (Advanced Modeler Syndrome) helped in correcting 

this. 



With all the tail parts removed I got out my electric router and thinned the plastic at the 
edges.  This helps create a more in scale appearance to the aircraft parts. 



Next I started to add structural detailing to the rudder.  First I fitted a piece of styrene to 
the inside of the rudder.  Then I added cross ribs which were then cut and sanded flush.  

Additional plastic was placed on the lower inside joint area which should be slightly 
visible once it gets attached to the tail again. 



A couple of items of note regarding the tail.  When I glued it together I noticed one of the 
panel lines doesn’t line up.  I’ll fill the panel line on one side of the tail and re-scribe it.  

Secondly, after the rudder got cut off you lose the matching width to the bottom base.  I 
inserted a wedge and temporarily joined the fuselage to know what width the tail needed 

to be. 



On the tail base I glued some scrap strips of plastic to act as a guide/base for the insert I 
sanded to shape.  I plan on gluing the insert to one side of the fuselage and adding 
details.  Ideally I’d like to do this once the fuselage is glued together, but that’s still a 

ways off so this allows me to do some work ahead of that event. 



Here is the inside of the top tail section.  I added scrap styrene inside to strengthen 
everything.  The Mr. Surfacer will be cleaned up with a Q-tip soaked in Acetone. 



The instrument panel is just a piece of flat styrene with the basic shape outline.  Decals 
are included in the kit, and although this area may not be very visible once the kit is 

complete, I think I will invest some time to improve the cockpit panels. 



No surprise but the tub is also very plain.  I started by removing the control stick detail 
on the co-pilot side as the Shadow doesn’t have these controls.  I tried to follow some of 
the layout from my reference picture, however the goal is to make something that looks 
realistic.  Shooting for 100% accuracy would be a form of mental illness.  Paint should 

make things look even better.  Using reference of the imagination and some spare P/E I 
also added some details to the dashboard. 



Continuing with fuselage work, the windows on the kit are the wrong shape for any 
Viking variant.  They are too square in the corners.  I figured the best way to address this 
is by plugging up the hole and starting over.  I used making tape over the opening and a 

pen to mark the size.  This was then placed on a piece of styrene to quickly get the 
required shape which was then glued in place. 



Careful use of a round file helps change the shape of the window.  I still have a bit more 
cleanup and detail work to do, but I think I’m in the ballpark for getting the window shape 

more accurate. 



As you can see most of the work so far has been to cut various pieces off the aircraft.  
Although it may look simple, care is still required ensuring the cuts are in the right 

location and that they stay along the desired panel lines.  Thinning of the plastic and 
shaping styrene bits to fit the inside is also a bit fiddly.  But no major issues so far.  It’s 

also a bit weird that I didn’t start off working on the cockpit, which is typically where 
aircraft kit builds begin.  So far I haven’t even really looked at the instructions!  As I go 
along I’ll try to identify issues in the kit that need to be corrected.  It’s exciting to start a 

new project, especially one with ambitious goals. 



In the first update I went to town with the razor saws.  So let’s start part 2 with the same 
theme.  When you place the cockpit tub into position, the tunnel to the rear compartment 

extends into the point where the crew access entry is.  Not good. 



I marked where the excess area was and got out the P/E saws and cut the tunnel 
shorter.   



The curtain was trimmed and then glued back into the tunnel opening.  You’ll notice that 
I also scratch built some details for the rear wall of the cockpit. 



The other thing I discovered is that I missed cutting one of the access panels for the 
nose section resin.  Out come the saws and I quickly managed to open up the panel. 



Unlike the Viking, the Shadow has a Vapor Cooling System for which there is an inlet at 
the rear of the plane.  A shroud is supplied on the extra Shadow sprue, however it’s a bit 

thick.  I first marked where the opening needs to be on the fuselage, then thinned the 
intake lip and cut the front section of the inlet away.  Then I sanded the inlet flange 

thinner.  The last photo shows the difference in thickness.  This little step helps bring the 
item to a scale appearance. 



Next step was to cut the opening, thin the fuselage plastic thickness and glue and blend 
the inlet back plate.  I didn’t find good close up reference pictures of this area, but I think 

glued in place I’ll have replicated the item well enough. 



I found a photo where the step access doors were deployed, so I decided while I’m 
opening everything else up, I might as well replicate these as well.  Back wall still need 

to be added. 



I’ve added the back wall on each step and also glued one of the electronic bays into the 
opening. 



I also added some recessed styrene for the radome cover locks.  The inside needs a bit 
of putty and sanding as there’s a slight recess when the resin nose section gets added. 



One of the tricky parts of this build is figuring out which order to assemble everything.  I 
tried to glue the resin nose detail in place but ran into some problems.  The CA glue 

wouldn’t stick to the plastic.  If you remember, I had similar issues with the resin on my 
Arado Ar234 build. 



As a result I incurred some cracking of the plastic.  Time to step back and regroup.  I 
applied glue to the crack to strengthen this area again.  I also washed all the resin as I 
assumed the mould release could be the cause of the glue not holding.  Apologies to 

anyone who thinks this is a no-brainer step. 



Test fitting of the resin also showed that I needed to thin the wall at the aircraft entry 
area. 

Thinned 



More problems.  When handling the resin I had part of a floor break.  This piece is really 
thin so I guess it’s not a big surprise.  I’ll have to patch this up. 



I also decided to take a different approach.  Instead of gluing the front section resin, I’m 
going to just set it in place.  There’s a few things working to my advantage.  First there’s 
a tab on the bottom of the resin where it fits into the plastic.  Additionally I found that if I 

glued the cockpit in place, it acts as a locator for the resin.  Lastly I added a piece of 
styrene as another locator. 

Styrene locator 



For the bomb bay and the gear bay (one resin item) I’ve followed the same path by 
gluing locators in place.  This was done for both sides of the fuselage. 



Test fitting reveals that both sides of the fuselage aren’t always even. 



It might look rough, but I shaped a floor for the rear cabin.  This will hardly be visible, but 
it’s part of filling in the space in a semi authentic manner.  I also added a rear wall. 



Well there was a lot more cutting done.  I actually have more cutting to do, but I’m also 
at the step where I can start putting some pieces back together, and it feels like that 

somewhat soon I’ll be able to glue the fuselage together.  There’s lots of work still left 
though.  I’m happy to report that the CA glue is working better after I washed the parts, 

but I wouldn’t say it’s an instant bond either.  Patience is still called for.  I’m also happy to 
report that the resin does fit this kit.  So many times in the past I’ve found that isn’t the 

case.  This is the first time I’ve used Black Dog resin and I’ve been very happy with it so 
far.  Stay tuned for the next update.  Warm weather is here and I have a bunch of work 

to do around the house, so perhaps the updates might be a bit slow coming. 



There are resin cockpit sets available for this kit, although they are for the Viking and not 
the Shadow variant.  That said some minor panel modifications would be required.  
However the rear crew compartment isn’t really very visible so that’s why I went the 

route of scratch building some items to just add a few details to impart the effect that it’s 
fully decked out in the rear section. 



For starters I made up some shapes to represent the display units for the rear 
compartment crew.  They don’t need to be exact replications. 



I also decided that I’ll use both kit seats for the rear compartment.  For that I had to add 
a small floor section close to the entrance and cut the top off one of the seats to get it to 
fit.  I already had to move the wall back further to get the other seat to fit.  No big deal 
regarding cutting the one seat, neither one of them will be very visible, mostly the base 

of the seat will be visible. 



The arrestor hook bay needs some improvement.  The fit of the parts is poor and you’re 
left with a big seam down the middle.  The sides were handled with some P/E from the 

Eduard set.   



Everything else was covered in styrene with some ribbing detail also added to the long 
narrow section. 



There’s another piece glued in place.  Still not ready to close the fuselage halves 
however. 



The kit instructions (yes, I’ve finally started looking at them) have you install the arrestor 
hook as you’re gluing the bay halves together.  I drilled some holes at the pivot point and 
will use wire to install it after everything is painted.  That should be much easier from a 

painting perspective than the recommended assembly sequence. 



Test fitting of the main bomb bay showed a gap between the resin and the kit fuselage.  I 
glued styrene to the kit to create a spacer.  Your normal train of thought makes you think 
the resin is too narrow and that this is where the spacer should be glued, but obviously 

it’s easier gluing styrene to styrene. 



The continuous test fitting I’m doing should prevent any additional headaches down the 
road. 



As you recall I had to modify the shape of the rear windows.  My intention was to use the 
kit windows as a starting point and sand them to shape.  Italeri provide all transparent 

parts tinted, including the rear windows which is wrong.  They should be clear.  I placed 
masking tape over the opening and marked the shape. 



I taped the masking tape to a thick piece of clear packaging material and cut the shape 
slightly bigger than the marking.  This gets me close to what the shape should be.  From 
here it’s constant sanding and checking.  The really frustrating part could be when you’re 

just about there and doing the final fit test and the piece goes flying never to be found 
again.  Ask me how I know… 



Not surprisingly I didn’t manage to get the shape 100% to the opening shape, but it’s 
very close.  I applied a good blob of Tamiya Clear to the inside.  This will help fill in any 
gaps and provides a clearer window.  I’ll add clear to the outside as well, but later in the 

build. 



The kit has a very thick representation of the APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) exhaust.  
Eduard provide P/E replacement, so again I’ll be carving up the fuselage. 



I made an opening and used bits of styrene to support the P/E.  I’ll be attaching the P/E 
later in the build in order to protect it from damage. 



The Shadow has different bomb bay doors than the Viking.  Italeri provide a separate 
sprue for the Shadow variant, however most of the parts are poorly molded.  As an 

example the interior of the bomb bay doors consists of ejector marks.  I cut up some 
styrene sheet, added rivet lines with my riveting tool and glued the styrene in place.  If 

you were to look at the doors from a scale perspective they’d be armour plating, 
however given how they’ll be mounted and everything else considering I’ll live with the 

improved appearance versus scale thickness. 



This time I’m reviewing styrene cement.  I primarily use 2 types, Tamiya Extra Thin and 
of course a Mr. Hobby product, Mr. Cement S.  The Tamiya cement works great and has 

a slower set time than the Mr. Cement S.  Mr. Cement S dries a lot quicker, so each 
gluing scenario determines which glue I use.  Now Mr. Hobby also make Mr. Cement SP.  
SP probably standing for special (my guess only).  This cement is awesome is you want 
to glue something instantly.  It’s basically MEK, so don’t sniff it too much  but do get it!  

It’s very useful if you need something glued instantly. 



I keep getting comments that I should build OOB.  If you look at some of my other build 
articles you’ll see that I do build OOB once in a while.  Perhaps it’s my millwright 

background, I enjoy adding details and the modifications aspect, even though it can be 
frustrating once in a while.  I do call them ‘build’ articles, not ‘assembly’ articles.   As I 

said at the start of this build series I consider this a ‘special’ build and hope I can 
enhance my skills through it.  Besides that I’ve bought countless resin and P/E and I 

better make sure I have the ability to properly utilize them on other builds. 
As far as the build is concerned, it almost looks like I’m close to joining the fuselage 
together, however I need to spend time thinking ahead to ensure I do as much work 

while the pieces are still fairly accessible.  Good news is that I haven’t encountered or 
created any major screw ups…yet.  



My main focus is to glue the fuselage halves together, but in order to do that I want to do 
a series of work in advance while I still have internal access to some of the parts.  I’ll 
start with the bomb bay.  As I had mentioned the doors are different on the Shadow 

compared to the Viking.  The kit doesn’t provide hinges or actuators for this. 

Viking bomb bay doors are drooped. 

Shadow bomb bay doors are angled high. 



I started by gluing a piece of half round to support the hinged area of the bomb bay door.  
Not 100% accurate, but that’s what I’ve chosen to do.  Next I started fabricating the 

actuators with copper rod. 



I glued small pieces of half round on the doors to represent hinge points for the cylinder 
rod.  This work enables me to attach the doors after all the painting is done with minimal 

need of glue. 



Here’s the result I achieved.  I have doors that have more internal detail, actuators 
similar to the real thing, doors at the correct raised angle, and all are detachable so it’s 

easy to assemble at the end.  Sweet! 



The doors for the main landing gear at least have some detail on them, however some 
actuators are missing as well as decent areas to glue them to the main fuselage.  I’m 

using the same approach as I employed on the bomb bay doors. 



I used some electrical wire shrink to create the main cylinder body.  This proved easier 
that trying to cut one up out of small tubing.  A few bits of styrene here and there and I 

now have another set of doors that can be attached easily after painting is done. 



There’s one set of doors left, the largest of the gear bay doors.  The resin set provide 
you with hinges, which I assume are for these doors, but they’d likely break on me and I 

can only find 2.  I’m not sure if the resin set came with more but it’s inconsequential 
anyways.  More half round was utilized and I made my own styrene hinges which will be 

easier to glue.  



I pined the hinges and put holes in the half round to accept the pins.  Again that’ll allow 
me to install the doors easily after painting.  It also provides me with the look of the 

doors not being attached right at the fuselage.  There’s a gap in the doors to the 
fuselage because of the hinge design on the real aircraft. 



I’m not using the kit wings as I bought the resin wing fold set.  The wing section that 
attaches to the fuselage does come with a locator tab, but I had to do some trimming to 
get a better fit.  The resin wing is also fairly heavy so I drilled and tapped the wing and 

used machine screws to help secure it in place.  First time I’ve utilized that approach on 
a model. 



The resin wing is actually thinner that the root fillet where it attaches to the fuselage.  I 
ended up sanding the plastic at the fillet to get it to blend in better.  I thought this was 

going to be a lot of work, but it actually went fairly  quickly.  I’ll probably still use a bit of 
putty to improve the appearance in this area. 



I did my best to align the upper part of the wing before tightening the screws.  I still 
applied C/A glue after I was happy with the alignment.  Again some putty will still be 

required, but I have no worries about the strength of the joint. 



The stress of the screw heads and the CA that I applied did cause some cracks in the 
fuselage.  I glued some scrap styrene on the inside to add some strength again, and I’ll 

clean up the outside as work progresses. 

Crack 

Strengthening plates 



The tail has a large intake on the leading edge, unfortunately the kit gives you just that, a 
large hole.  I cut a piece of tubing to shape and used bits of styrene to blank it off at the 

end as well as using it to mount it. 



The Eduard P/E set comes with some detail upgrades for the entrance.  Again I had a 
difficult time getting the CA glue to bond, so I used Gator Glue (white glue essentially 
meant for canopies) to secure the pieces.  Once the white glue was dry I followed up 

with additional CA glue. 



I used liquid mask to protect the inside of the windows.  Once dry I airbrushed a black 
primer base followed by a layer of white.  No need to worry about getting it perfect, it’ll 

be hard if not impossible to really see much inside. 



Since perfection isn’t required in this area I put the OCD aside and brush painted the 
computer panels.  Again, who knows if the contrast will be visible. 



Finally I’ve gotten to the point where I could glue the fuselage together. 



Having location tabs for all the large resin made things easier I think.  Nice to get to this 
point, but there’s still lots of work ahead. 



So I’ve made some substantial progress by finally closing the fuselage.  It might seem 
that  the majority of work done, but I think that might be a bit deceptive.  I’ll likely still 

have more work when it comes to cleaning up the fuselage, and I think there’ll be a bit of 
work involved when I get to attaching the radome.  But that’ll be covered in future build 
updates.  Additionally my resin engine arrived.  I foresee lots of work coming up when it 
comes to the engines.  Of all the aftermarket items I ordered, one that I didn’t order was 
metal landing gear.  I’ve only used metal landing gear once (as I had the plastic piece 

break on me).  The only advantage that I‘ve seen from the metal set is increased 
strength.  I’m going to try the plastic landing gear first, but the one thing I never thought 
about was how much weight I’ve added to the model with all the additional resin.  It will 

be interesting to see if I run into any weight related issues.  Let’s hope not! 



Recall my last build article update, I was proud of the fact that I got to the stage where I 
glued the fuselage together.  Well as it turns out I think enthusiasm got the better of me.  
I ended up forgetting to install the rear cockpit seats!  This update will also cover mainly 

smaller parts.  Read on. 



I used Tamiya extra thin glue to soften the joints and carefully separated the fuselage.  
Now I could have not told you about this and failed to highlight this oversight, but as in 
all my other builds there always seems to be mistakes made, so why start hiding them 

now.   



Separating the fuselage wasn’t actually all bad.  First time around the front resin section 
didn’t quite fit in place.  With the fuselage open I added more alignment tabs to correct 

this condition.  



Here are the back seats installed.  The cushions and belts were hand painted.  I 
probably didn’t have to bother with that since it is really hard to see much.  Regardless I 

have now busied up the rear cockpit and can glue the fuselage, again. 



With the fuselage glued together a second time I started applying putty and blending it in 
with sandpaper.  Since there’s a fairing that goes on the fuselage spine I don’t need to 

sand the whole fuselage.  I know, it looks a bit messy right now. 



While working on the fuselage seams, I decided to start work on the outer pylons.  I 
started with the refueling hose pod.  Italeri has cast a number of items to create the 
Shadow variant, including this pod.  Unfortunately all the parts look like they were 

moulded with silly putty, so everything needs a bit of work. 

It looks like 
there’s 

something 
missing at the 

end of the 
tank. 



I cut a piece of aluminum tubing at an angle and glued it on.  I also made the hole that 
accepts the refueling receptacle larger so that it’ll sit further inside the pod.  



This is what my extra work was able to create.  This will look more representative of the 
real thing. 



At the front end of the buddy refueling pod is a cone with 4 vanes.  What Italeri supply 
you is beyond sad.  The piece ends up looking more square than round.  I’ll have to 

make something up to replace the kit piece. 



Here is what the real thing looks like. 



I cut off the tip of the second fuel tank included in the kit.  Glued it together and sanded 
the tip to produce a blunter nose.  That was glued onto the front of the refueling tank and 

blended in.  Then I punched 4 styrene disks and glued them onto the front.  Each disk 
was also drilled in the middle.  



I tried a couple of time to create the complex twist of the blades but didn’t have any luck.  
I therefore decided just to create straight vanes.  A wire was glued onto each vane, putty 
covered that wire and then the vane was inserted into the holes of the disks.  So not a 

100% re-creation, but it’s good enough for me especially considering what was supplied 
in the kit.  It should look better once paint is applied. 



The pylons themselves need work as I’m fitting them to a resin wing.  The tabs are too 
big so I cut them shorter.  I also drilled holes through the pylons to create a proper 

mounting to the wing that basically eliminates the need for a lot of glue. 



I used the same approach for the tanks/pods that attach to the pylons  



The representation of how the tanks attach to the pylons is poor, so I decided to make 
this area look better.  I sanded the tabs off the bottom of the pylons and filled in the 

receptacle tabs on the tanks.  Then I drilled small holes through the protruding tabs that 
represent the real item on the plane.  These holes were transferred into the tanks. 



Small disks were punched out and small holes were drilled into the center of each disk.  
Using wire I aligned the disks to the tanks and glued the disks to the tanks.  The 

intention is to replicate the jack screws that hold the tanks steady.  At least that’s what I 
think the purpose of them is. 



This is what the disks look like glued in place.  The horrible tabs on the tank will be 
sanded away for a cleaner and hopefully more realistic appearance.  I believe 

aftermarket tanks are available, but I didn’t source any.  I’ll show how this all comes 
together later. 



If you remember from the first article, I had ordered a resin engine as the plan was to 
display one engine open.  The engine was for an A-10, but the Viking/Shadow uses the 
same engine.  I think someone at Black Dog has invented a machine that reads what 
project I’m working on because they are just about to release a resin engine for the 

Viking specifically.  That said I’m actually not going to ordered it and continue with my 
plan to utilize the A-10 engine. 



The first part is figuring out where to cut the access panel.  The panel line for the access 
door is missing at the front end, so I used Dymo tape to lay it out and then scribed a line 

into the plastic.  A saw was then used to cut into the line. 



Here’s what the nacelle looks like cut up. 



The A-10 engine set comes with more parts than the one shown in the picture, but this is 
all I’ll be using. 



The intake fan from the kit doesn’t look bad, however I’m aiming for a look where 
daylight will be visible when looking into the intake fan, just like the real plane.  

Therefore the resin fan from the resin engine also wasn’t able to fulfill that requirement.  
This is where the Eduard set comes into play.  Step 1 is to cut out the fan cone.  I cut it 

too close so some putty work is required.  On the second one I cut further away but putty 
is still required. 



The Eduard PE has an etched fan where the blades can be angled.  The only problem is 
that the fan is larger than the opening.  How do I get it in there and how do I eliminate 

the seams on the inside of the intake? 



The front of the intake ‘caves’ in, and the rear is even smaller. 



So here’s the only solution I came up with that would create a good result.  I made the 
hole bigger by cutting the nacelle along a panel line.  That’ll give me access to where the 

fan(s) go. 



The next step was to cut a thin styrene disk ring.  This is what the Eduard fan will attach 
to and I’ll glue the disk to the nacelle.  This way I’ll be able to putty up the inside nacelle 

seams first. 



Then I cut two disks out of a beer can.  The printing was sanded off and I scribed a 
smaller circle onto the disks with a compass cutter. 



The disk was taped to the center of a circle print off and I started to cut the outer part of 
the disk into blades.  I cut a line every 10 degrees.  This piece is for the back fan on the 

front nacelle. 



If you don’t completely understand what I’m doing with the engine, don’t worry.  I’m just 
providing some teasers of what I’m planning.  The next update on the engine should 
clarify things a bit more.  So again I’ve made more progress.  The main fuselage is 

together again and there aren’t actually too many parts left in the kit box.  But there is 
still a lot of work left.  Frank asked me if I’ll finish the plane this year.  I’m into the second 
month of the build and there’s 5 more months left in the year, so yes I do think it’s very 

possible to finish it well before the end of the year.  That said Italeri are not helping 
much.  It’s nice to see that they added some sprues so you can create the Shadow 
version, however I thing they used Ravioli dough for the moulds.  The parts are a bit 
rough and heavy.  These kits aren’t necessarily cheap, but Italeri has gotten a lot of 

mileage out of the moulds, so at minimum  they should have really spent more time and 
money here.  Stay tuned for more updates. 



Looking back at my last build article, I think I may have given a confusing presentation.  I 
was working on a bunch of smaller items, the engines being one of them.  But on review 
I think I may have created confusion by not completing the story of the sub-assemblies.  
So I hope I do better explaining this time around.  Let’s continue with the engines.  In the 

last update I was detailing using a beer can to make the fan at the rear of the front 
cowling.  This was a lot of work but didn’t prove successful as some of the blades kept 
breaking while I was trying to twist them.  My original plan was to try this technique for 

the main intake fan, but as seen that may have been difficult to pull off. 



I tried to do the same thing with styrene but the blades also broke on me.  I therefore 
took a simpler approach by just removing every other blade and not attempting to twist 
any of the blades.  The fan area might be hard to see once everything is assembled, so 

the effect will take priority over some semblance of accuracy. 



Recall that I cut the cowling so that I could add turbine blades as the front and rear 
openings were too small.  I specifically bought Milliput White for the inside of the 

cowlings, but had some issues with it.  It’s perhaps because I didn’t mix it well enough.  
Both parts are white so it’s hard to see if you have it properly combined and it was my 
first go with Milliput.  Rather than experiment more on the cowling I reverted back to 

Tamiya putty 



You have to be very careful sanding as I had the seam break on me several times.  The 
inside isn’t as smooth as I would like.  I had multiple ties at adding more putty and doing 
more sanding, but at some point I gave in and am hoping that the paint will help with the 

appearance. 



I started by painting the interior cowling with AK Real Color white.  This is the first time 
I’ve tried this paint range and my first small spraying session was very encouraging.  
The white covered quickly and sprayed easily.  I’m looking forward to using this paint 

range some more.  I still need to experiment with a clean up agent.  The hardware store 
lacquer thinner created strange small puddles of paint, so lacquer thinner may not be the 

best product to clean the airbrush in this case.  I picked up a few other colours when I 
was at the hobby store as they have some nice colour shades.  I’m looking forward to 

their aircraft colours. 



I sprayed X-22 Clear onto the white inside cowling next. 

Paint Thinner Thinner Ratio Airbrush Pressure

X-22 Leveling Thinner 20% Badger 150 20 psi

%

15 psi 



Here’s my approach to the turbine blades.  The Eduard  instructions don’t do a good job 
of explaining how to mount these.  As I mentioned in the last build update, I cut some 
outer support rings.  To these I C/A glued the turbine disk to.  To the center I’ll glue the 
turbine cone, and the disk gets glued to the inside of the cowling I cut in half.  Note I 

used tweezers to hold the P/E to the plastic disk during gluing. 



To protect the metal down the road and to slightly change the appearance, I sprayed a 
highly thinned coat of Smoke onto the blades. 

Paint Thinner Thinner Ratio Airbrush Pressure

X-19 Mr. Leveling Thinner 80% Badger 150 20 psi

%
15 psi 



The plastic disk was then glued to the back of the cowling intake.  The cowling still ends 
up being fragile, so careful handling is still required.  I had purposely made the disk OD 
larger to give me some adjustment space.  I then carefully sanded the outer disk flush 

with the cowling.  Not seen in pictures, but the next step was to glue the turbine cone to 
the middle of the P/E. 



I cut a 7 mm length of tube and glued it to the back of the turbine P/E.  On top of this my 
scratch built rear fan was glued.  You can also see the front turbine fan blades bent at an 

angle. 



That finally got me to the point where I could glue the front and rear section of the intake 
cowling together.  Some small putty work along the seam and it should be ready. 



And here’s the picture that shows why I went through all that trouble.  I now have fan 
blades that can be seen through.  I still need to attach the main engine, but only after 

some initial painting.  I did have a few problems getting the P/E fan to stick to the 
styrene disk.  If I ever have to do something similar I’ll choose to make 2 thin styrene 

disks and sandwich the P/E between them. 



One of the engines is being displayed open, so I cut little slots into the access doors that 
will represent the quick latch locks.  Into the slot I glue a piece of styrene that is 

recessed.  Then I trim and sand everything flush. 



I also added some ribbing, glued on pieces of styrene to represent the quick lock 
latches, and pinned the door so that I can easily attach it to the nacelle.  Mr. Cement SP 

worked great for attaching the styrene ribbing.  I doesn’t melt the styrene and sets 
almost instantly. 



Of all the resin engine pieces, I only used one piece.  Here’s what the sub assembly 
looks like.  The doors are just pinned here, no glue is required which will make painting 

easier. 



The engine and the exhaust area was primed in XF-1 first followed by LP-11 Silver.  This 
is the first time trying the LP range of paints.  After spraying the silver I have to say that 

there’s nicer silvers out there, but it’s not horrible by any means either. 

Paint Thinner Thinner Ratio Airbrush Pressure

LP-11 Lacquer Thinner 20% Badger 150 20 psi

%

15 psi 



The exhausts were painted with Jet Exhaust from AK.  No thinner is required with this 
range of paints. 

Paint Thinner Thinner Ratio Airbrush Pressure

AK 436 Jet Exhaust Badger 150 20 psi

%

15 psi 



At first I had painted the turbine cones in a light grey but wasn’t happy with the colour.  I 
therefore sprayed H-75 over them.  Looking at the reference pictures, there’s all sorts of 

colour variation on these cones, so I’m basically looking for contrast. 

Paint Thinner Thinner Ratio Airbrush Pressure

H-75 Acetone 30% Badger 150 20 psi

%

15 psi 



When it comes to fitting the engine to the wing, there’s a few problems.  First the tab is 
too deep to fit into the resin wing.  That’s an easy fix by just cutting most of the tab off.  

Then there’s the fit to the lower wing.  There’s some gaps that just don’t look good.  
What’s worse is that the middle section needs trimming, where the location tab is.  I’m 

not blaming the kit part, this could be the result of the resin wing profile. 



On top of that the rear of the fairing hangs over the wing flap.  I know this is underneath 
and likely wouldn’t be seen, but I’m choosing to correct it by cutting the front of the tab 

off and moving the assembly forward. 



Once I had the engine moved forward by cutting the front of the tab, I drilled location 
holes in the fairing, added pins and transferred the location of the pins to the lower wing.  

Then I cut the location tab off completely as this is the area that needs to be trimmed 
away to get a better fit.   



I spent a bunch of time sanding and even adding styrene to get a better fit.  I did reduce 
the gaps, however I don’t think I’ll get it the way I’d like.  I’m therefore going to glue the 
engine to the wing and fill the gaps with Mr. Surfacer.  This will complicate painting a bit 

unfortunately. 



With that in mind, I have to paint the engine and the cowling before attaching it to the 
wing.  To help with that I again employed pins to locate the rear intake cowling.  I’ll still 
glue it to the pylon fairing, however the pins should help minimize any mess during that 

process. 



Here’s what the painted engine looks like after I attacked it with a paint brush and a 
variety of colours.  



The next step was to protect the painted parts.  I used an earplug to protect the exhaust.  
I used paper on the engine section followed by liquid mask along the edge.  This should 

protect the areas from any subsequent painting steps. 



Italeri call for FS 36622 to paint the Shadow.  This shade of grey looks completely wrong 
to me and I think is more suitable to the S-3 Viking version.  I decided that FS 36375 is 

the more appropriate shade based on pictures that I looked at.  To make your own mix of 
FS 36375 I use one part XF-19 and 3 parts XF-2.   

FS 36375  FS 36622  



After I primed the engine parts with XF-1, I applied a thin layer of XF-19 as my base 
coat. 



I then highlighted the panel lines with XF-24.  I also sprayed some random areas with  
H-49 Purple.  



The last part of the process is the blending coat.  I used H-308.  I forgot to use acetone 
as a thinner, so I hope I don’t run into any issues of the paint not curing.  Notice I didn’t 
paint the entire mounting pylon as that still needs to be attached to the wing and putty 

applied to fill in any gaps. 



Given how the front intake overlaps the main engine I had to paint the parts separately 
and then glue them.  Here the intake is finally joined to the pylon.  You can get a sense 
of  the rear turbine, as I had mentioned it’s barely visible, but there’s enough there to 

create the effect I want.  I used surgical gloves to handle the parts, but I think the paint 
cured OK. 



I’m left with a gap, one reason being that my main focus was to center the main engine 
to the rear of the intake.  The second reason might just be due to the kit.  Regardless the 

gluing process required I do some touch up anyways.  I’ll fill the gap with Mr. Surfacer 
and repaint.  But I think that’s enough of an update for now. 



Lots of work on the engines in this update.  That was always part of the original plan, to 
make them stand out more.  It’s been an interesting exercise so far and I’m happy with 
the solutions that I’ve come up with.  As I mentioned in the last update, there’s not too 
many kit parts left, however I think I still have a fair amount of prep work left as there’s 
still some resin pieces and P/E that I need to work on.  I also need to have a good ‘go 

over’ the fuselage to ensure the putty work is in order and that the panel lines are 
restored.  So I’m not ready to start the painting stage just yet.  But I am making 

progress, I hope… 



The last update was all about the engines.  I have a little work left on them so that’s 
where I’ll start this update off.  As I mentioned in the last update I had a gap once I glued 
the engine to the pylon.  I used M. Surfacer and then once I wipe the excess away I also 
remove the paint.  That was part of the plan, so next step is to re-paint.  It won’t be the 

only re-paint exercise for the engines… 



And here is what the touch up work looks like.  Maybe I’m doing extra work, but the 
painting now is meant to make painting in the future easier. 



I also added some masking material on the back side of the intake cowling to prevent 
paint from entering this area when I paint the rest of the plane. 



I hope it’s the right time to add the engines.  At least it’s looking more like a plane. 



The top picture shows the gap that I need to deal with after attaching the engines.  I 
used Mr. Surfacer and then blended the excess away with a Q-tip soaked in Mr. Color 
Thinner.  Chemical sanding is much easier than sandpaper.  This highlights why I took 

the painting steps I did on the engines. 



Not wanting to add the landing gear yet I had to come up with something to support the 
plane.  Copper wire was used to make a jig. 



The resin doors for the OR-89 sensor had some cracks/gaps so I was very proud when I 
was able to make a replacement out of styrene.  However when I looked at my reference 

material some more some issues arose. 



In the picture you see a completely different folding set up.  Additionally I had some 
pieces of the probe (floor section?) break on me.  Again the pictures seem to suggest no 
such floor/shelf is there.  So I actually decided to try and make things a little simpler for 

myself.  



Yes I decided to close that part of the plane.  I’m OK with that.  Not having that probe 
sticking out is not a big deal for me.  Once the glue cures I’ll sand the scratch built doors 

even. 



I’m also adding little lips that will be trimmed where the doors can rest on when I go to 
install them. 



This panel was supplied in the resin kit and it required to be cut and glued at an angle.  
For some reason the C/A glue never held the resin together so I ended up making my 

own piece out of styrene. 



The front most gear door had an ejector pin mark on it.  I simply glued a piece of styrene 
over it and I also decided to cut off the mounting tabs. 



The Shadow has a big fairing on the top fuselage spine, that’s why I didn’t bother 
cleaning up the seam.  The fairing moulding is a bit poor, and there’s 2 bands on the rear 

fairing that don’t belong there.  A sanding stick made quick work of them. 



In typical Italeri style, the fit leaves something to be desired. 



I used Mr. Surfacer to fill in the gaps, and Mr. Thinner and a Q-tip to clean things up. 



There’s also antennas and fairings that need to be glued on and gaps filled. 



I had intended on doing the folding tail much earlier in the build, but that never 
transpired.  So I’ve finally gotten around to it.  What has really amazed me is that the 

folded tail as seen in the picture is staying in place without any glue.  My representation 
of the actuators are keeping it in place.  I’d like to say it was planned, but I’d be lying.  



The rudder is angled at 15 degrees when folded.  Obviously I had to make a template to 
replicate the angle.   Get out your protractors to verify… 



At this time the build is proving to be slow.  That’s because a lot of small items need to 
be added, such as P/E pieces.  Eduard also supplied the static dischargers, but I had 
trouble getting the glue to work.  Instead I stretched some sprue and glued them on 

instead.  I just have to be very careful to protect them.  I tried using Italeri plastic to make 
stretched sprue but it was like Swiss cheese.  Kind of speaks to the plastic quality…  



I cut the locking tabs on the resin nose and added recessed styrene.  Hopefully little 
things like this help create more realism. 



There’s a poor representation of the fuel dump line that I removed and rebuilt. 



Lots of small bits and pieces were covered in this update.  The next update will probably 
be more of the same.  There’s an extraordinary amount of  antennas on this aircraft and 
I’m trying to figure out if I attach them before or after painting.  Again that was part of the 
reason for the copper wire stand.  The build has slowed down a little and I hope that I’ll 

make enough progress soon so that I can wash the model and get ready to start 
painting.  To tell the truth I’ve also been sidetracked a little by a few other projects on my 
workbench, which I also tend to continuously re-organize.  Having a number of kits on 

the go does add some confusion, and I’m not a fan of that.  I need to get back to where I 
only have one or two kits on the go. 



I’ll start this update with going back a bit.  In the last update I thought I had the tail 
assembly complete, but on further study of the instructions I noticed I was shy 2 

antenna.  No big deal to add them, but it does speak to the work that will follow.  There’s 
a lot of small parts that I’m working on, getting everything ready as you’ll see. 



Speaking of the tail, it’s no surprise that the static dischargers were already breaking on 
me.  Therefore I drilled holes into the tail and added brass wire.   



I did the same for the horizontal rudders. 



The Eduard set has a replacement for the entry door.  This looks nicer than the kit part, 
however it can be tricky to bend to shape and glue.  I added styrene bits to help create 

more contact surface for the glue. 



There was also a lot of antennas to add and P/E access hatches.  If I wasn’t going into 
styrene I drilled and added brass wire to the antennas to aid in keeping them in place.  I 
hope they don’t break on me.  That was a dilemma for me, deciding whether to put them 

on prior to painting, which I chose in the end. 



For the nose cone I made up some structure to support it.  Some parts resemble what’s 
really on the aircraft, other parts are ‘reference of the imagination’.  It’s hard to find 
pictures of the whole structure.  That makes my work accurate doesn’t it?    Again 

there’s lots of risk in these parts breaking on me because of them sticking out the way 
they do. 



Time to move onto the resin wings.  I pinned the end sensors to the wing after all the 
parts had been cleaned up.  I also had to drill holes for the antenna on the bottom of the 

wings.  



I used ‘The Grabhandler’ to make the antennas.  Handy device even though I haven’t 
used it much.  I also added the static dischargers to the trailing edges.  It was a bit 
challenging to drill the holes into the trailing edge, but I managed to get it to work. 



Careful cutting is required for the wing fold actuator pieces. 



The front landing gear was cleaned up and a landing light was added which isn’t 
included in the kit. 



The kit tires are OK but can use some improvements.  I decided to add grooves.  I 
basically used a PE saw that I spaced using some steel rulers.  I then moved the wheel 

around to create the grooves. 



The resin seats were assembled as well.  I was easier to use wire and styrene in places 
versus the small resin sticks that you are expected to cut off the casting block. 



I’ve finally reached the point where all the parts are ready for painting.  The next step is 
to wash all the parts before the painting process begins. 



You might be wondering why you’re looking at a picture of my laundry sink.  That hole 
where the water drains is the same hole that one of the main landing gear wheels went.  
I took the ‘P’ trap apart but the part had already gone further.  WTF!  I contacted Sid de 

Koning who has already been very helpful and he is kind enough to send me a 
replacement part as he had a spare kit.  The modeling community can be awesome! 



It’s been a bit of a long road to get to the point where proper painting can begin.  
Reflecting back I have to say that this has been my most ambitious build to date.  On top 

of that I’ve taken more time than ever before in terms of preparation work.  I hope the 
extra effort pays off when it comes to attaching all those smaller parts.  The Italeri decals 

have 2 marking options.  I haven’t fully decided which option I’m choosing, but I am 
leaning towards the low-vis scheme.  Decals are however a ways off.  First comes the 
painting.  There’s still lots of hurdles left, especially near the end when it comes time to 
glue the folded wings.  I’m fearful that the joint will not be strong enough.  The painting 

phase will give me time to think over options. 



Last article I said I was ready to start painting.  I lied as I need to do a little work on the 
overhead cockpit instrument panel first.  The kit piece lacks detail, although decals are 

provided in the kit.  I spent a few minutes adding details. 



I had to laugh a bit, but the kit supplied refueling probe door is undersized.  It’s hard to 
see in the picture, but trust me, there’s a significant gap.  It was an easy fix with a piece 

of styrene cut and bent to shape. 



Another issue with the canopy glass housing is a big raised seam on the inside of the 
side windows.  I scraped it off with a curved blade and then wet sanded it starting with 

800 grit all the way to 12,000. 



Next I used 3 grades of polishing compound on the inside and outside.  Again it might be 
a bit hard to see in the pictures but it was a huge improvement. 



The front windscreens have a yellow polarized finish.  I couldn’t find this film anywhere 
online so I reached out to Sid de Koning again.  He again was very kind and sent me his 
leftover film (Hasegawa product).  First I used a piece of masking tape to mark out what 

I needed to cut and used it as a template.   



The film does not have any adhesive characteristics, so the next challenge was to figure 
out how to secure it.  I put a layer of Tamiya Clear on the inside of the glass and then 

clamped the film.  Note I’m putting the film on the inside of the canopy. 



This worked out quite well.  All I need to do is keep an eye out for air bubbles between 
the plastic canopy and the film.  If there were any I worked them out using a Q-tip.  In 
fact a week later I was still removing some bubbles.  The yellow is somewhat subtle 

through the tinted styrene, but I think it still creates a nice effect. 



There’s a couple of other things I dealt with before painting.  The smaller support linkage 
on the main gear was getting  weak so I pinned it.  Since I added a lot of weight to the 

plane I hope this helps address the weight issue. 



I managed to lose (more likely I threw it out by accident) the control yoke.  I made up a 
new one, not that I had a choice to do anything else.  My story will now be that it’s better 

than the original kit piece. 



So finally I’ve gotten to the point where major painting begins.  I started with a thin coat 
of Polly Scale Steam Power Black.  This will be the primer and will highlight any flaws 

that need minor touch up.  Note I didn’t need to paint the engines. 



I sprayed the cockpit interior with XF-19.  I wanted a light grey as the canopy tinting is 
dark.  I hand painted the black panels and highlighted all the buttons, etc.  I’m guessing 

little of this work will be visible once the canopy is on.  Why do I bother? 



A view of what likely won’t be visible. 



The fit of the canopy sucks!  I was left with major gaps and I even had trouble with the fit 
of the dashboard. 



So out comes a Mr. Hobby product, Mr. Finishing Surfacer 1500 Black.  I started by 
applying this along the entire canopy edge trying to fill in the gaps. 



On the one corner I used some Tamiya putty to blend in the canopy to the fuselage.  I 
hope it doesn’t create any issues when looking inside afterwards. 



I primed the area again.  Now I’m finally ready to start proper painting.   



Just a quick note, there was some overspray onto the engines when I applied the primer.  
This shouldn’t be a big deal.  I’ll go over this again with the final blending coat. 



On a side note, I see Metallic Details (never heard of them before) are coming out with 
an engine nacelle aftermarket piece.  Why is it you start a project and various upgrade 

sets come out after the fact?  Sometimes it’s a completely new kit… 



Here’s a nice little product and it’s free…sort of.  I went to Wendy’s the other day and 
saw that their ketchup containers are out of plastic.  I think they used to be paper 

products before.  So to my meal I added a bunch of ketchup cups that make disposable 
paint mixing cups.  I know, our hobby isn’t exactly environmentally friendly and this 

doesn’t help… 



So I haven’t started the grey colour yet, but it’s encouraging that I’ve gotten to the stage 
where the primer is on.  Next update will see the plane becoming grey.  It’s still tricky 
handling the plane as I’ve added lots of small bits that sometimes get knocked off.  I’ll 
need to continue the watch out for this.  As exciting as it is to get to this point I have to 
temper my enthusiasm and ensure I don’t rush anything during the painting process.  

I’ve already decided that when I do the final grey blending coat that my paint will contain 
Tamiya clear.  I’m hoping this reduces the number of coats I need to apply while at the 

same time getting the plane ready for decals.  But obviously I’m not there yet, but 
hopefully will be able to cover that in the next update.  Stay tuned. 



So finally I’ve started proper painting.  I started by applying a basecoat of light grey.  I 
had intended on using XF-19 but happened to just run out of that colour.  Any light grey 

will do however.  I applied alight coat, it doesn’t need to cover the black base coat 
entirely. 



Next was to highlight all the panel lines, etc.  You can get lost easily and you’ll notice I 
forgot some panel lines on the trailing edge of one of the wings.  I’ll touch that up before 

proceeding to the next step. 



For the next step I’m going to try something a little different.  Navy planes can have a 
huge variety of colours and paint wear on them.  To try and replicate some of this variety 

I’m going to be adding some of these colours in a random manner. 



And here’s the result.  The end result actually looks a lot more varied in my paint booth, 
but I’m hoping this technique will pay off.  It appears more subtle in the pictures above.  
Worst case scenario I can still do more adjustments afterwards.  I found the secret to 
this process is to have highly thinned paint, keep moving the airbrush quickly, and a 

drink or two doesn’t hurt in creating randomness. 



Here’s some more pictures.  I might have to end up applying some more lighter colours, 
but I’m going to proceed with my next step before I make that determination.  This 
almost felt like the acrylic equivalent of oil paint blending that’s commonly used in 

armour model painting. 



The next step is what is typically the last colour application in my paint process.  It’s the 
blending coat, or perhaps it can be looked at as the final glaze coat.  I mixed up my own 
paint to get close to FS 36375.  I used one part XF-19 and 3 parts XF-2.  I found that the 
mix was still too light for my liking so I added one more part of XF-66.  The mix still ends 
up being lighter when I compare it to Gunze H-308, but I’m OK with that since this is a 

blending coat and a gloss coat usually darkens the colour anyways.  



My mix was approximately 1/3rd paint, 1/3rd Mr. Leveling Thinner and 1/3rd Tamiya Clear.  
I added the clear for preparation of the decaling stage.  Since I’m spraying a gloss colour 

now I only painted the parts partially.  Since the gloss takes longer to dry I’ll paint 
everything in multiple stages.  

Not painted  



I’m not sure if the multiple colours I added before are having the desired effect.  No 
worries though as I’m likely going to do some post shading.  No need to decide yet.  

Once everything is painted I’ll have a better idea. 



Here’s the first glimpse of what the blending coat result is.  A lot of the underlying colours 
have disappeared and again the photo doesn’t show the colours I see with my eyes.  I’m 

going to let this dry a bit first but have already decided to add additional colour spots 
(post shading).  Of course once more markings and panel line washes get applied it’ll 

still transform the appearance.  I’ll probably won’t go too extreme with the colour 
additions.  Who knows.  I’ll only know once I put the airbrush down.  Some light sanding 

will also be required to remove dust particles. 



As I mentioned before I was worried about adding all the antennas at an early stage.  I 
was especially concerned about the longer/taller ones on the top fuselage and on the 
bottom of the wings.  Checking my references I came across something interesting… 



The first 2 prototype aircraft had the longer antennas.  Most of the other aircraft in my 
reference material had shorter ones, however there is the odd aircraft with longer 

antennas.  Confusing!? 

Prototype aircraft 



And curiously the Italeri instructions show shorter antennas.  I’m not going to say that I 
have absolute faith in the accuracy of Italeri research, however I found enough pictures 

of aircraft with shorter antennas that made me decide to cut mine shorter.  That will 
hopefully reduce the risk of them getting knocked off or damaged..   



In case you were wondering, this is what a shorter antenna looks like. 



After I sanded the dust particles with a  3000 grit foam backed pad I did some post 
shading.  It’s hard to see in the pictures and I’m not sure how much this will show as 

things progress, but I did spray H308 (thinned with acetone so that the Gunze paint will 
actually dry) in the center panels and in this instance the whole moving tail section. 



Don’t call me crazy but I’ve decided to mask and paint the wing ‘Do not walk’ areas.  I 
know this is a bit of work but it should look better than the decals. 



Hey, I said don’t call me crazy!  Yes this is a slow and slightly tedious process.  Ironically 
the work might be hard to see after the fact as the wings will be folded.  Here the folding 

wing sections are masked to death. 



The masking extends to part of the main wing and I also needed to mask other sections, 
however they were solid so the masking was a whole lot easier.  This looks easier, 

doesn’t it? 



Before starting painting I punched a small disk and glued it in front of the canopy.  
Flipping through my research material showed there’s a small light here.  I also masked 

the arresting hook versus using the decals. 



Here’s how everything looks after painting but before I take the masking off.  I cross my 
fingers and hope everything turned out.  So let’s see… 

XF-66 for the 
‘Do not walk’ 

areas. 

XF-66 for the 
‘Do not walk’ 

areas. 

Highly thinned XF-55 for the rear 
cockpit blow away panels. 

My own mix of FS 
36176 for the 

canopy and nose 
section. 



I’m particularly happy with the nose cone.  I masked this free hand and it looks very 
symmetrical without and wavy borders.  A good start and nice contrast of colour.  



On the arresting hook I had some paint come off.  Not a big deal, a paint brush will fix 
this easily.  I also had some of the P/E separate.  It was troublesome to get on in the first 

place, but again some C/A glue should easily take care of this. 



The tail plane turned out well.  I only had a tiny touch of paint come off the P/E.  I have a 
few other touchup to deal with that’ll you’ll see on the next slides, sop a quick airbrush 

touch up is all that’s required here. 



Here’s what the wing looks like.  I know the markings are subtle and this was a lot of 
work to do but in the end I’m glad I did it.  I know it’s better than any decal could be.  I 
had one of the P/E access panels come off with the masking tape, so some C/A was 

used to glue it back in place. 



Since I need to re-touch the P/E panel, I also masked off a couple of other small areas 
that need touch up. 



And here is what the main fuselage looks like.  It’s starting to look like a plane. 



I’m happy with the rear cockpit ejection blast panels.  My reference pictures show all 
sorts of various colours on these, so even if I don’t match the shade 100%, I’m happy 

with the subtle contrast it creates. 



All that masking and I managed to somehow miss one little hash mark.  Time to deploy 
more masking tape.  Normally I’d probably just use a paint brush to fix this, but since I’m 

doing other airbrush touch ups I’ll also use an airbrush for this. 



The first picture does not show a screw up, there’s other painting required in this spot.  
On the rest of the plane I marked where I need to do small airbrush touch ups. 



I put a carpet/flooring protector down by my spray booth.  This has saved me from 
getting paint on my floor a few times.  It’s easy to clean up the protector versus the 

flooring.  Recommended. 



You would think that there isn’t much left to do on this plane, but there is.  Yes it’s nice to 
see some significant progress in this update, but there’s still some big work ahead of 

me.  My next step will be to paint the ‘slime’ lights (navigation reflectors).  After that it’s a 
lot more masking for all the areas that will be painted white.  This might be a bit tricky 

and I’m going to have to be very careful not to get any overspray.  But it’s exciting to be 
at this stage.  I’m already thinking ahead to the decal stage, and worrying a bit as well.  I 

don’t have any experience with Italeri decals.  They look good on the sheet but you 
never know.  If anyone can give me some feedback from their experiences I’d appreciate 

it. 



In the last update I had painted a bunch of markings, but there was a few touch ups 
required.  I got the airbrush out and all the planets are aligned again after the repairs. 

Repaint 
panel 

Repaint missing 
hash mark 



Time to move onto the slime lights (navigation reflector lights).  I started by masking the 
section to be painted.  Hasegawa’s 0.3 mm masking tape was the perfect size for the 

divider section when there were multiple panels. 



I could have spent hours mixing up a colour for the slime lights.  In each reference 
picture there’s a different colour appearance.  In the end I went with 10 parts XF-3, 2 

parts XF-4, and one part XF-60. 



One of the P/E slime lights came off when I removed the masking tape.  The next picture 
shows it glued back on.  There’s a subliminal message here, don’t mask so much! 



Ask 10 different people and you’ll get 10 different opinions if the colour is correct.  In the 
end I’m happy with it.  Perhaps I’m obsessing too much over such a small area of paint. 



On to the next stage.  I have to mask just about every single part in preparation for 
painting the white. 



My masking tape affliction isn’t getting any better folks.  I wanted to ensure there’s no 
overspray, and I opened up just about every panel on this plane which results in extra 

masking.  



The view from the bottom.  Believe it or not I still have some masking tape left in my 
stock, but I may need to re-order soon.   



I added a few drops of Flow Aid to my white mix.  I used XF-2 and also added a bit of 
Tamiya Clear.  I was trying to get some gloss into the white and have the clear also help 

with the flow through the airbrush.  Why didn’t I use gloss white?  The flatter colour 
sticks better and allows for thinner coats. 



After painting comes another difficult step, removing the masking tape.  Difficult because 
paint and P/E can get pulled off.  Never mind other smaller parts.  No matter how much 

I’ve masked in the past I’ve always had some paint find its’ way through… 

The mountain of 
masking tape 



This time around I had really good luck.  I only had a tiny bit of overspray which I was 
able to fix with a paintbrush.  And only 3 small parts came off which were easy to glue 

back.  Happy days. 



There was also a flap section that I painted red.  This will help add a small random 
splash of colour to the whole plane so not everything is grey. 



The white sections still weren’t glossy enough for me and worrying about the decal stage 
I gave everything another gloss coat.  I used Tamiya clear mixed with Mr. Leveling 

thinner.  I used about 60 to 70% thinner in my mix.  It sprayed nice and I didn’t encounter 
any dust contamination issues. 



I’m at the stage where I’ve been able to paint some details with a paintbrush.  The gloss 
coat obviously means I’m finally ready for the decal stage.  I’ll wait for some feedback 

regarding the Italeri decals and I’m leaving the gloss coat to dry for at least 5 days.  It’s 
obviously been exciting to see the progress lately, but as I always seem to say, there’s 

still lots of work left.  I haven’t even started filling the bomb bays with electronics.  That’ll 
require a bit of scratch building.  I’ll do that in between the decal application. 



First off I had intended this to be the last update of the build series, but as you’ll see later 
I ran into a problem.  More on that later.  I’m finally at the point where decals need to be 
applied.  I’m a little apprehensive since I usually run into problems at this stage.  In the 
previous updates I had reached out for feedback on Italeri decals.  I didn’t receive any 
responses and I think the only logical conclusion is that my friends have a severe case 
of ‘schadenfreude’ and are waiting for me to ruin this project.  Regardless I decided to 
press forward.  For once I thought the wise thing to do is to use something other than 
the model kit to test the decals.  I took one of the instrument decals and applied it to a 

test piece.  I chose AK Interactive decal solution since I remember having good success 
with it on my F-15 build.  So with that little test done I decided to proceed with putting 

decals on the plane. 



The first thing I discovered is that the instruction sheet doesn’t correspond to the 
numbering on the decal sheet.  For example the raven (7B) needs to be on the opposite 
side of the tail.  As for the decal sheet, the numbers are all over the place and you need 

to spend a lot of time searching for the decal that you require. 



I decided to start with the tail markings, and on the side that will be hard to see once the 
tail is folded down.  The raven could be a better shape and I cut a tiny section out by the 
claws which actually made a big difference in defining the raven.  Maybe I should have 

trimmed the front leg, but it’s too late now. 



The AK Interactive solution does a good job of ‘attacking’ the decal without destroying it.  
Perhaps if I had used a different decal solution the results might be different. 



The Italeri decals might not be as thin as aftermarket items, but in the end I think they 
did a pretty good job.  Once I seal everything with another gloss coat I think that’ll help 

as well.  They ended up looking very ‘low-viz’, not necessarily by design but impacted by 
the colour I painted the plane.  No complaints from me though, I’m pleased with the 

outcome. 



The next step is to apply a wash.  I stuck with my usual MIG Productions dark wash. 



The wash makes a nice difference once cleaned up with odourless thinner. 



It’s getting to the point in the build where I need to ditch the temporary landing gear 
system (copper wire) and look at adding the actual kit landing gear.  As I mentioned I’m 
worried about all the weight I added.  To compound things a little, the retraction cylinder 
assembly doesn’t have a location hole in the resin bay.  As best I could I determined the 

location and drilled a hole. 



I also decided to pin where the retraction mechanism meets the main landing gear. 



The main landing gear is now glued in place.  I used a new bottle of CA and everything 
appears to be bonding.  The square disks you see are temporary wheels as the kit ones 
aren’t ready yet.  No I didn’t drop one down the sink again!  I did the same temporary set 

up on the front landing gear. 



Perhaps my temporary set up caused this problem or perhaps it was inevitable, but the 
weakest part of the main landing gear was now the wheel axle.  As you can see it 

started to break.  What I did to solve this was to very carefully drill the axle and continue 
drilling into the main gear leg.  Into that hole I C/A glued a piece of syringe needle cut to 
length.  The needle is stronger than just wire, so I hope this creates enough strength for 

the item.  Time will tell. 

Crap!  That wasn’t actually the 
word I used when this happened. 



So with the gear issue I thought it was time to get the wheels ready.  I changed my 
painting sequence.  I’ve been painting the whole wheel white first, masking the hub and 
then painting the rubber.  I was running into some issues where the hub mask didn’t fully 

cover and I found the white was difficult to touch up.  So I’m now trying to paint the 
rubber first, masking it and painting the white hub last. 



I was happier with the outcome using this approach and will likely continue doing it this 
way.  I finally have the wheels glued on and can set the plane down properly. 



I also added some random decals from my spare decal stash to add more realism.  Note 
that as crazy as I have been doing things to this plane, I decided I could live without any 
gear hydraulic lines.  They’d be hard to see once everything is attached and they don’t 

really look prominent when looking at pictures of the real plane.  That’s my story and I’m 
sticking to it. 



As I mentioned in earlier build article installments, the bomb bay on the Shadow is 
different from the Viking.  There’s a bunch of electronic black boxes in the Shadow.  I 

decided not to create something that was exactly like the real thing.  I’ve only found one 
picture of the electronics bay and it’s only of the one side.  I decided to add something 

that fills the space and looks something like the part. 



I added a little paint and some decals and now have something that fills the space.  
Again this area will be difficult to see so I hope this will do the trick.  



Not pictured, but my next step was to spray a highly thinned coat of Tamiya clear over all 
the decals.  Once that was dry I was finally at the point where I could start adding all the 

small bits and pieces.  I started with the radar unit in the nose. 



The nose cone worries me in regards to getting knocked off once attached and the 
process of attaching it is not easy.  A combination of holding the nose cone and then 

supporting it while the glue dries was utilized. 



I had to have 2 tries at getting the nose cone on as the first try wasn’t aligned well. 



The APU on the side of the plane puts out a lot of soot so I airbrushed the exhaust area 
and especially the port engine nacelle as seen in reference pictures.  Then I installed the 

P/E auxiliary power unit.  



Remember all that nice work I did to get the bomb bay doors at a different angle and 
easy to install?  Well I did all that work without the engine being in place.  Now I’ve 

discovered that this angle doesn’t work as the engine is in the way. 



I therefore had to put the bomb bay doors at a lower angle and shorten my cylinder rods 
to get everything to fit.  Did you know that the ES-3A Shadow has a 3 position valve with 
a closed center for the bomb bay doors that allows them to be at any angle.  Sounds like 

a good story doesn’t it? 



Here’s the bomb bay doors glued in place. 



Next I installed the main gear doors.  I had to shorten the lower rear doors do get them 
to fit.   



Next I installed the rear access doors. 



The front landing gear doors were installed.  My pinning system worked really well and 
I’m going to have to continue this practice.  



Next up was one of the port access panels. 



And another one on the port side with the door panel I had scratch build which wasn’t 
very complicated to do.  There’s a bit of paint touch up I’ll do on all the sections once 

everything is in place.  



The outer engine panel was put in place.  Again the pins made this an easy install. 



Next up was a panel on the starboard side.  Handling resulted in me having to glue this 
on twice. 



Then it was time to glue the crew access doorway/stairs in place.  I added a piece of EZ-
Line to the side of the door.  Again I had to glue it twice.  The whole plane assembly is 
getting harder to handle.  I also painted the little handle on the steps red instead of the 

recommended black to add that little extra contrast. 



The folded tail also needed to be glued twice.  I’m freaking out a bit worried about having 
to handle the plane without bits and pieces falling off!   



The major components to still add are the folded outer wings and the outer pylons.  I 
won’t attach them until I spray a matt coat over everything first. 



I sprayed everything with Gunze H-20 flat clear.  I thinned it with acetone to ensure it 
dries properly.  Usually I’ve used Mr. Leveling Thinner, but the acetone really sped up 

the drying time and produced a really flat finish versus the slightly eggshell finish I 
achieved before.  I much prefer the flatter finish. 



The next step was to use a 1500 scouring pad to clean up any dust that made its’ way 
into the finish. 



And I was finally at the point where I could remove the protective masking from the 
engine intakes.  To my horror I discovered that the white paint had cracked and reacted 

to something. 



I can’t convey how pissed off I am.  I’m trying to figure out what happened here.  The 
only thing that is different from what I’ve usually done is the paint brand.  I had used AK 
Real Colors for the first time after reading all sorts of wonderful reviews.  It has to be the 
paint!  I’ve used masking tape, C/A glue, and liquid masking fluid on Tamiya and Gunze 
paints before without any issues.  I spent a few minutes scraping and sanding the area 

but then had to set everything down and walk away for a while.  



Arrggghhh!!!!  So this time around I am really looking for some advice.  The last resort is 
to put FOD engine covers on the intakes, but that’s not really an option I want to do as I 
spent so much time on the intake fans and they do look nice, if you can ignore the white 

(mostly white) area for the moment.  My thought so far is to very carefully sand the 
inside without damaging the intake fan.  If you remember the intake diameter is smaller 
than the fan diameter so I can’t remove it (or am afraid to since it may bend too much 
and be distorted afterwards).  Then some insane masking would be required to repaint 
the white.  Anyone have any other thoughts?  Throwing the whole project against the 

wall isn’t an option I want to do either, although I feel like doing that to the creator of AK 
Real Color paints right now! 



Yes the build is continuing.  The model has not ended up in the trash.  I’m sure you 
remember how the last update ended.  First thing I did was to take a few days, calm 

down and analyse the situation.  Thank you to everyone who provided me with 
suggestions about how to address the intake paint problem.  I’ll talk about the plan in a 
second, but first thing is to talk about root cause.  I think the root cause was basically 
me!  I had come back from a hobby shop visit with new paint on hand.  All excited I 

decided to try the new Tamiya lacquer paint on the engine intakes.  I was having trouble 
getting good coverage out of it.  I had sanded the area and then sprayed it with the AK 
paint.  I was using both paints for the first time, but I think what happened is that I didn’t 
remove all the lacquer before spraying the acrylic AK paint.  I must have forgotten that 

acrylics can’t go over lacquers.  I had been harsh on the AK paint in the previous update, 
but after remembering the sequence of events I think things make more sense now.  I 

wish they had made sense at the time I was painting… 
So first up in this update I’ll explain how I tackled the engines. 



Time to get to work trying to get this fixed.  As a last resort I will make FOD covers, but 
that’s obviously not what I prefer.  Here’s my first go at the problem.  I decided that dry 
sanding was the best way to remove the damaged paint.  Wet sanding would make a 
mess over the finish and attacking the paint with a chemical removing agent would be 

very risky.  I made up 2 tools.  For the first stage I used a wooden stir stick.  To that I put 
a piece of foam backed double sided tape and then sandpaper.  This allowed me to get 
in there without damaging other sections, and the foam helped conform to the non-flat 

surfaces, somewhat.   



For additional sanding I taped sandpaper around a brush handle. 



At first I was going to bend the fan blades back to their original flat configuration but 
decided against it because I was worried about distorting the blades as well as 

weakening the connection points with multiple back and forth movements.  With my 
sanding tools I was still able to get where I needed.  Perhaps a testament to my 

assembly, neither the engine pylon or the engine cracked or came off during sanding. 



The sanding looked good to my eyes so I decided to proceed with painting.  I made up 
paper donut shapes to cover the fan blades.  The hole opening is for the turbine cone 

obviously.  The mask should sit tight enough on the diameter…hopefully. 



Next I curled up some paper and put that around the cone.  The base where it touches 
the donut mask was sealed with liquid mask. 



Then I made another small circular mask, put it at the top of the cylinder mask and 
sealed it with liquid mask.  I guess you could call this mask the Timbit.   



Under no circumstances did I want to use making tape as I feared pulling up any decals 
I had applied.  I cut some holes into Post-it Notes, put them on the outside of the 

nacelles and then used liquid mask to seal the mask and cover the grey paint.  This 
should allow me to re-paint the white. 



It’s hard to get the camera in to get a good shot, however once painted you could still 
see the sections where the paint had come off.  There was no smooth transition at the 

paint edges.  Time to try something else. 



This time around I decided to give Perfect Plastic Putty a try.  I smeared it on the inside 
of the intakes.  It’s not the smoothest to spread so I’ll have to work at sanding it smooth. 



The sanding exercise still didn’t leave me with a result I was happy with so I decided to 
thin the putty with water and apply it as a slurry.  The intention was to have a smoother 
surface to sand.  Again I had an end result I wasn’t 100% happy with.  Smoothing it out 

with a water soaked Q-Tip just resulted in me taking all the putty off. 



One of the biggest issues trying to fix this is getting into the nacelle to do a proper 
sanding job.  I decided to remove my donut masks to be able to get in there better to 

sand.  Unfortunately the liquid mask had crept onto the starboard cone and it pulled the 
fan out at the same time, distorting it as you can see. 



The port fan stayed in place.  I tried to manipulate it so I could remove it as well but it 
looked like I would end up damaging it too much so I left it in place.  To address getting 
into the nacelle to sand I sacrificed a black marker.  I cut the cover which provided me 

with a scallop shape that wouldn’t damage the turbine cone during sanding.  I used 
double sided foam tape to secure the sanding paper.  I had some success with this 

approach, but it was slow and still didn’t quite produce the finish I wanted. 



Time to get out the power tools.  I secured some rolled up sandpaper to my pencil 
grinder and used it to sand the starboard nacelle.  With the fan not in place I could utilize 

this approach. 



Needless to say I’ve knocked off a bunch of doors during the handling of the model. 



I spent a bunch of time sanding the port engine but wasn’t happy with the result.  So 
time to take more risk.  I brush painted Mr. Surfacer 1000 onto the inside.  Then I 

airbrushed both nacelles with Tamiya white. 



In the end the result I achieved is the best I can get.  There’s some disappointment in my 
tone.  Once I reassemble everything I’ll see how it looks overall and decide if I employ 

the FOD cover option.   



Once the outer mask is removed some clean up work is also required. 



Getting the P/E fan back and flat is the next challenge.  I had to C/A glue small sections, 
straighten the adjoining area and apply more glue.  Each time the glue needs time to 
cure so this was a slow process.  I used tweezers to push small sections against the 

gluing surface, and as I mentioned had to repeat this multiple times. 



In this picture I still haven’t fully cleaned up the leading edge of the intake, but as far as 
the inside goes this might be the best result I can achieve.  If I mess with it more I will 

surely screw it up beyond repair. 



I was less satisfied with the outcome on the port engine however. 



So that said  this is what the FOD cover option looks like.  I used foil from a wine bottle.  
This was formed around a socket of the correct diameter.  Small slits were made into the 

cover through which I passed 1 mm tape.  Then this was painted red.  Now I suppose 
there’s some good news, I’m only covering one engine.  I think I can live with the 

starboard side, besides the cover will help add a splash of colour. 



If you didn’t know any better you wouldn’t know the FOD cover is a compromise.  It 
actually does add some contrast to what is a very large grey plane.   



Next up is the part I’ve been worrying about for a while, attaching the folded wing 
sections.  It turned out not to be that bad of a job actually.  I used a piece of foam to 

keep the wing angle while everything was being glued. 



The resin set has a few extra linkages provided, however I think a few more would still 
have been nice.  They are fragile little pieces that are not easy to separate from the 

casting block.  I’m glad I bought the resin wing fold set.  I don’t think I would have had 
the skill set to make this myself.  Good call for a change. 



As is always the case, near the end of the build a few paint touch ups or add ons are 
required, such as the navigation lights.  I painted them silver before applying the Tamiya 

clear colours. 



Once the wings were on I could attach the outer pylons.  The pin system worked out 
perfectly.  The ‘76’ decal represents what crews generally did, adding oil company logos 

since this plane was used as a refueling platform largely. 



It’s always a big moment when it comes time to remove the canopy masking.  Once 
removed everything looked good.  The front windscreens actually do have air bubbles 

between the plastic and the yellow film, but it looks more noticeable in the pictures than 
to the naked eye, and I think it can look like a halo as is sometimes seen with certain 

polarized glass.  Well that’s my story.  Nothing I could do to address it anyways.  When I 
first got the kit I thought the transparency was tinted too dark, but now with everything 

painted I think it looks good.  Now I’m glad I used the resin seats in the front. 



The last item to add are some P/E windshield wipers.  Much better than the brutal plastic 
pieces in the kit.  The photo also highlights that I need to clean the lower pilot window… 



A few things before the finished model is revealed.  I actually didn’t lose the control 
yokes.  Turns out I had them prepped for painting and thought that the parts were for the 

landing gear.  I still think my scratch built unit is better. 



Although the markings for the plane are for one stationed at a NAS (Naval Air Station) 
which is land based, I thought it would still be a nice idea to display the finished model 

on an aircraft carrier display base.  I had the Skunk Models display base on hand and it 
was quick and easy to assemble. 



I also recently received some feedback.  I was told that my models look better in person 
as opposed to the pictures in my build article.  One could say that the person was saying 
that my models actually don’t look like shit, but I didn’t take it that way.    Previously I 

had used a simple Panasonic Lumix camera for my build articles.  It didn’t do a good job 
for getting in for close ups so I finally broke down and bought myself a Sony A6000 and 
added a macro lens as well.  I don’t think I’ll ever be a professional photographer nor do 
I have that desire.  However the constructive feedback was that I should experiment with 
the contrast of the pictures.  The Sony A6000 is a nice camera and takes good pictures, 
but I think I may need to have Frank spend some time with me to teach me a few things.  

Hopefully the following pictures are a decent representation.   
So finally, the next slides will show the finished plane. 

















I think I said it before in previous updates but I’ll say it again, this has been my most 
ambitious model to date.  I added a lot of aftermarket items and tried to pay attention to 

a lot of details, some of which I scratch built.  No model can ever be 100% accurate, and 
there’s a few oversights or items I didn’t bother with.  For example I discovered after the 
fact that the nose cone has a strengthening rib under the middle of the nose which isn’t 

represented in the kit or in the resin item.  Not the end of the world.  I also didn’t add any 
hydraulic lines to the landing gear.  Again I’ve chosen to live with it (or without it in this 

case).  And the bomb bay doors are not at the angle that are seen in reference pictures.  
They are however pretty much at the angle of the Viking variant.  For me it still looks 

good and I’m not going to get stressed that I didn’t replicate the electronics bay exactly 
inside the bomb bays.  I had only a picture of one side anyways.  And as typically 

happens in a build, someone will come along with an aftermarket item that would be…   



…really great to have, but at the point when you discover the item, you’ve already 
progressed to a point where you can’t really add it.  In this case it was engine nacelle 

from Metallic Details which looks better than the Eduard P/E upgrade.  However when I 
ran into problems with the engines I was contemplating removing both engines and 

using the Metallic Details engines, but I was worried that I would screw things up beyond 
repair and it would have stretched the build out even more. 

As for the kit and the aftermarket items, yes the kit itself is a bit dated and has a few 
accuracy issues, however if you chose to build it out of the box into either a Viking or 

Shadow variant, you’d be rewarded with a nice result.  That said the Viking variant would 
be preferable in my opinion as Italeri didn’t do the best molding job on the extra pieces 

required for the Shadow, and all the pieces to make a Viking are still included in the box.  
Even better there’s still Viking decals to be found.  Finding Shadow decals becomes 

more of a challenge.  Once completed you’ll have a very large plane on your hand, so  



in my case folding the wings helped reduce how much shelf space is taken up. 
Some of the aftermarket items could have been better as well.  I’ll point out 2 main 

things.  The resin wing fold from Wolf Pack should have also included the folded tail.  
The nose cone area in the Black Dog set lacks the linkages that attach it to the nose 

cone.  A curious omission. 
There’s a few other things I want to mention.  As I had pointed out in previous updates, 
this is a heavy plane.  With the resin wings attached now the total weight is 364 grams!  

The landing gear has held up!  It’s also become very trick to pick up/handle.  There’s not 
a lot of free spaces for your fingers with all those doors opened.  I’ll also need to figure 
out how to transport it safely to a contest.  That might be tricky!.  For all the work I did, 

you really can’t see the rear cockpit, but it’s nice that the blanked off panel was taken out 
and even if it’s hard to see, you can imagine there’s something beyond those stairs. 



The other thing to mention is the help I received from the modeling community.  Thanks 
to Bob G. for supplying me with reference material.  Thanks to Paul W. for supplying me 

the ‘76’ decal for the refueling pod.  And lastly thanks to Sid de Koning for his build 
article that I also used for reference, the clear yellow film for the windshield, and 

especially for the spare main wheel that my laundry sink ate.  That would have been 
tricky to deal with if I didn’t have that replacement.   



So what now?  Well a couple of things.  My next model needs to be a bit more of a 
simpler build.  One could almost say OOB if I knew how to do that.  I need a break from 

a highly complex project.  Not that I won’t do something complex again, but getting 
something quicker under my belt would be beneficial.  The second thing I need to do is 
to clean up the backlog of multiple kits that I have on the go.  Those have been created 
by not being able to bring the Shadow to club build sessions and/or because I needed a 
short break from this project.  On and off it took 8 months to complete this project.  One 
of my longer projects but I believe my skills have improved because of it.  If not that I’ve 

increased my bravery to tackle something more complex. 
As always I hope you’ve enjoyed my updates.  I’ve appreciated your feedback during the 

build. 


